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One random search word unknown to me

I entered the search word which was "airplane", it brought down a tab of suggested searches and 
there I saw the word included. I thus now retrieve a different new search word. 

Wow I get dizzy it is windy upward like a tornado, the background is blue. Lots of energy in this one. 
Directionality vertically blowing up. The ground is dark and soft. We can go to the right following a 
large yellow arrow pointing to the right. 

I find by probing into the target signal and target site, a brown element. 

1:19 PM Secondary stage. 

I see the yellow element shows up again. It points for us to go to the right. So we have the wind up 
and the arrow right, lots of firm directing going on but the two are different from each other. We 
have to go up then it goes down again. 

Nothing red on this target. 

Probe arrow: It directs us so that we move forcefully to the right. But we also rise up on the wind 
behind it. There are two brown arms that hang down at the back of the yellow arrow downward. 
Why are we blown high upward? 

The brown element when probed reveals that it has got a large open mouth which inhales air into it, 
so again the movement and air current but it inhales from the right side in, so now we have three 
directions going on. 

Probe brown element: The yellow is connected to it. The arms are underneath the brown element, 
connected to the brown element. The brown element travels backwards toward the left. The top of 
the brown element does not exist, there is a large open hole there with air and wind and open 
landscape. 

Probe floor: We jump directly up and are lifted up! The spiral wind lifts us up. 

I probe yellow arrow on the side and feel that I am being transported backwards toward the left. I 
touch the side closer to the tip on right side and find that the arrow curves backwards to become 



the brown lump element. Movement, the arrow points up now. We are traveling like on a cargo 
truck on the highway. We go UP! We jump up we are lifted up! The brown lump is right there at the 
arrow, right next to it. 

Probe brown element more: It has got a huge open gaping mouth and is sucking air into it! Probe 
around the outline of the open mouth: I cannot push the brown element backward (to left), it is 
blocked and stopped from being pushed backward it sits firmly fixed to not be pushed 
leftward/backward. I hear a huge swoosh sound of the air being sucked in. My hand got sucked in 
through the mouth and on the other side was empty, so the hole on top looks like the mouth, the 
mouth looked like that hole on top I mean that once we get through it or into it we see the open air. 
Probe inside mouth: Empty and quiet, empty space and air quiet and still in there. Probe outside of 
brown element: Heavy, lump, has four or so small curled up feet or wheels underneath it, is rather 
flat on the bottom of it. Probe the bottom with the feet if you can find the feet from target signal 
not from memory: The bottom is very heavy, but feels more like it is sticking to its underneath 
foundation rather than by weight, more like having grasped onto the floor to feel strongly fixed to 
the floor. Probe bottom and feet more: It keeps sucking in the air from the right side into it, and 
then the air rises straight up through it. 

Probe under brown element: Movement, the brown element is sliding across the floor. The air gets 
sucked into it and then pushed straight up above it at a 90 degree angle. 

1:38 PM End RV. I end the RV here because somehow I worry if the internet changes the image 
while I RV for a longer time, the image I see would be the same but the target signal might change? 
This target was fun to probe and to work with! 

Word was: sponge

Strange how I got so many impressions from such a target image. It is similar to the yellow arrow 
though, I drew the arrow the right color and with the right thickness. The rest of the report will 
remain a mystery. The big yellow arrow is listed as an initial element IE and not as a secondary 
element, I am beginning to make note of that distinction too. It was however not the first initial 
element because the first one was the wind upward and the energy, it was however one of the main 
elements. Interesting. 

I give this session a B for correlation, in spite of all the strangeness that is also included. The signal 
was also hard to work with here, probing was not as easy, and the floor and landscape was hard to 
see but maybe that is because the target has a removed background I can only speculate. Grade B. 

Image source https://www.homedepot.com/p/QEP-7-1-2-in-x-5-1-2-in-x-1-7-8-in-Extra-Large-
Grouting-Cleaning-and-Washing-Sponge-70005Q-24/202329543
Image link https://images.homedepot-static.com/productImages/8bd07d36-9d84-42c3-
aca4-51f65f345bc9/svn/qep-sponges-70005q-24-64_1000.jpg

1:43 PM End session. 



ELEMENTS

IE. Wind up energy. 

IE. Blue background. 

IE. Black soft ground. 

IE. Big yellow arrow pointing to the right. 

SE. Brown element. 
P. Large open mouth on right side inhales air into it. Travels backwards toward the left. Large open 
hole at the top of it. Four or so small curled up feet or wheels underneath it. Bottom is flat, top is 
lump shaped, through the hole is open empty air. 

SE. Two brown arms hang down at the back of the yellow arrow. 

CONNECTIONS

The two brown arms connect to the bottom of the brown element. 


